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“In the late 40’s, when I was a young boy, my friends and I liked to spend hours in old
factories, which were abandoned or partially destroyed. One of our favorite games,
surely due to the historical occurrences of that period, was plane sighting. For this
purpose one lucky boy was elected to scan the sky and the other were operating crank
wheels and special gear to open and close endless lines of pivoting steel windows.”
Otto Stumm
OTTOSTUMM is the result of the teaming up of two companies, a Swiss and an Italian
one, specialized respectively in the manufacturing of solid hot rolled steel window
profiles and in the development and distribution of complete thermal barrier steel
window systems.
OTTOSTUMM mission was, and still is, to support architects, planners and designers
with appealing steel fenestration systems, which bring back the beauty and elegance of
the past guaranteeing extraordinary thermal performances.
Steel windows have been, and still are, the preferred choice of architects. The minimalist
esthetics of solid hot rolled steel profiles and their ability to shape windows is unique.
Their slender lines appear to lose weight and give lightness to the frames, emphasizing
the transparency of a façade.
OTTOSTUMM steel fenestration systems offer the possibility to use windows and doors
with distinctive visual qualities in historic buildings and contemporary architecture.
They find an ideal application in the so-called “industrial archeology”, fully respecting
the historic character of the building, as well as being fascinating in modern buildings,
with their minimalistic and refined aesthetic. Depending on the climatic environment,
national regulations on thermal performance and/or heritage guidelines, architects can
choose among a large variety of different systems and designs to match the requested
architectural style.
Windows and doors crafted from OTTOSTUMM profiles are often the most prominent
feature in prestigious estates and custom homes.
OTTOSTUMM PRODUCTS:
1. Window systems:
- FerroFinestra in steel and BronzoFinestra, also thermal barrier;
- Mogs in steel, stainless steel and cor-ten steel, also with thermal barrier.
2. Sliding door systems: in steel, stainless steel and cor-ten steel, also with thermal
barrier.
3. Curtain wall systems: in steel, stainless steel, cor-ten steel and brass, with thermal
barrier.
4. Fittings and accessories.
OTTOSTUMM SA
Via Baragge, 2
CH – 68550 Stabio
More info at www.ottostumm.com
Or e-mail at info@ottostumm.com

